**Technical data**

**Supply**
- 230 Vac ±10%, 50 to 60 Hz

**Power consumption**
- ≤ 2.5 W

**DALI output voltage**
- 15.5 Vdc

**DALI output current**
- 75 mA

**Maximum DALI loads**
- 37

**Max. cable length in system**
- 300 m
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**Adjust orientation light color (m)**

**Adjust power up light level (l)**

**Reset switch On light level (k)**

**Adjust switch On light level (j)**

**Operating (g)**

**Adjust default light level (h)**

**Reset default light level (i)**
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**Application example (f)**

**DALI driver**

**Light connection (LED)**

**Mains connection**

**Orientation connection (LED)**
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